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To the Light House
Savannah’s inimitable light suffuses an Ardsley Park home, harmonizing 
architecture, artifacts and the hearts of a family of four.  Judy Bean basks 
in its radiance.   PHOTOGRAPHY BY RICHARD LEO JOHNSON

MAKE IT WORK  (above) 
Washable white slipcovers 
and golden oak floors make 
the living room kid- and 
dog-friendly.  The co�ee table, 
once a desk, sports shortened 
legs to accommodate popcorn 
and prop tired feet.  
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AT ONE TIME, ARTISTS SOUGHT 
only “north light” for its soft glow 
in the studio, deeming sunshine 
from the south too harsh for cre-

ating art.  But the light that streams into the 
Gjekaj (pronounced JEH-kaiz) home through 
its undraped, southerly facing windows is sur-
prisingly gentle.

The home is also notably artful.  That’s 
not to say this is one of those frou-frou gal-
lery-style spaces.

Above all, this gracious Craftsman-style 
accommodates the habits and hearts of four 
energetic folks—parents Mark and Anna 
Massey-Gjekaj, and their two children, Natalie, 
9, and Silas, 7, plus a pit-mix puppy named 

THE GJEKAJ STATS
Owners:  Mark and Anna Massey-Gjekaj
Built:  1926
Purchased:  2005
Square footage:  2,200
Accommodations:  4 bedrooms, 3.5 baths
Time to complete:  6 months
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Olive.  The rooms flow easy-breezy from one 
purposeful, beckoning space to another, with 
plenty of places to display collections and live 
both together and in solitude.

“The Gjekajs truly use every square inch 
of this house,” says designer Mary Jo Bochner, 
who notes the casual elegance of the living 
room, the coziness of the sunroom, and the 
breakfast nook with its drop-leaf table—all 
intimate spaces enjoyed daily.

FAMILY PLANNING
Mark and Anna wanted a home like this 

when they decided nearly a decade ago to live in 
Savannah.  Anna, now a nursing student, grew 
up in Richmond Hill.  She met Mark, a prop-
erty manager, when she moved to Manhattan 
to pursue an acting career.  After a stint in 
San Francisco, then a relocation back east 
to Connecticut, they decided to head back 
to Anna’s home turf to raise a family.  They 
chose this mid-1920s two-story structure for 
its generous—but not overwhelming—pro-
portions, its proximity to parks and green 
spaces, and its rare (for Ardsley Park) triple 
lot with pool.

Once Natalie and Silas were born, the 
2,200 square feet seemed to shrink.   Instead 
of moving to something larger, the family 
opted for improved functionality through 
clever, well-suited storage.  Large, round 
baskets corral shoes in the front hallway 
downstairs.   One of two interior doorways 
between the living room and sunroom has 
been repurposed as a two-sided media hutch, 

OME TOURH

HAUTE MEETS HOMESPUN.  (opposite) In the dining room, an imposing mirror from a Park 
Avenue apartment estate sale in New York surveys a Baker table flanked by 18th-century walnut 
chairs from Savannah’s Bull Street Auctions.  Anna’s grandmother’s tablecloth lies diagonally atop 
the table under a large, hand-carved dough bowl.  “I’m a collector of all things from yard sales, 
estate sales, auctions and thrift stores,” Anna says.  “I like mixing formal and informal, old and new.”

THE GJEKAJ REFERRALS  
Interior designer:  Mary Jo Bochner, Bochner Design
Lighting:  Circa Lighting
Paint:  “MJ Beige,” B and B Paint
Styling:  Jay Massey and James Martin
Flower design:  Kim Cheney, August Floral and 

Event Design
Furniture:  24e Design Co., Ballard Designs, Bull 

Street Auction, Habersham Antiques, John Buter 
Antiques, Restoration Hardware

Slipcovers:  Alison Seeger
Fabric:  Sherry’s Fabrics 
Art:  Laura DiNello and owners’ personal collection
Accessories:  World Market, Anthropologie
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When designer Mary Jo noticed Anna’s eye for collecting beautiful things, she decided to feature 
those pieces of art, objects and textiles from many times and places.  “Anna had very modern, 
high-contrast pieces,” Mary Jo recalls, “but her sweet, gentle personality called for a softer look.”  
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with electronics and books accessible from 
both sides.  Furniture serves double-duty—
for décor and display.

THIS LITTLE LIGHT
When designer Mary Jo noticed Anna’s eye 

for collecting beautiful things, she decided to 
feature those pieces of art, objects and tex-
tiles from many times and places.

“Anna had very modern, high-contrast 
pieces,” Mary Jo recalls, “but I thought her 
sweet, gentle personality, and her eye for fine 

detail and texture called for a softer look.”  
So Mary Jo suggested a more neutral, 

natural palette for the home.  White slipcov-
ers, walls painted the singular “MJ Beige”—a 
subtle custom gray for Mary Jo’s clients—sea-
grass rugs and pale furniture lightened up the 
space to suit Anna’s sunny nature.  Most dra-
matically, Mary Jo and Anna took down the 
old draperies and let the light flood in.

“That move transformed the interior,” 
according to Mary Jo.  The coastal light now 
spotlights the home’s architectural features, 

OME TOURH

White slipcovers, walls painted a subtle custom gray, 
seagrass rugs and pale furniture lightened up the space to 
suit Anna’s sunny nature. 

FRESHEN UP.  (above, left and opposite page) 
In contrast to many homeowners, the Gjekajs 
decided, with Mary Jo’s counsel, not to demo 
their kitchen.  Instead, they painted the cabi-
nets gray-green, which toned down what Mary 
Jo calls the “assertively patterned” granite 
countertops.  They also removed some of 
the cabinet doors, making a space to display 
Anna’s collection of ceramic creamware.

BLOOM AND GROW.  (above, right) Sunshine 
isn’t the only outdoor influence to illuminate 
the Gjekaj home.  Mary Jo encouraged Anna 
to welcome garden objects, too—starting with 
an urn she found in the yard.  Today, outdoor 
pots, furniture and statuary pop up throughout 
the home. 
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especially the dormers and angled walls 
upstairs.  It highlights Anna’s art and collec-
tions and brightens every corner.

“[My family] loves letting all the natural 
light in,” Anna says.  “It’s so peaceful and serene.”

As for privacy, she says she has adapted to 
the bare windows.  “It’s a New York City way 
to live, and we got used to it when we lived 
there.”  Then she laughs, adding, “At least the 
neighbors know we aren’t up to anything!”  �
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“[My family] loves letting all the natural light in,” Anna says.  
“It’s so peaceful and serene.”  As for privacy, she says she has 
adapted to the bare windows.

THINK AGAIN.  “My biggest thing is to work 
with what people have, but in a more rewarding 
way,” explains Mary Jo.   In the upstairs master 
bedroom, the creative designer rearranged the 
furniture to open up the narrow space.  She placed 
the vintage openwork metal bed beneath the front 
window (not seen) so that morning light could 
filter in.  Then, she moved two overstu�ed chairs 
beneath a shimmering chandelier to create a 
serene oasis for Mark and Anna to read or catch 
up at the end of a long day.
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